Examples of citations within the text of your paper

- Human beings have been described by Kenneth Burke as "symbol-using animals" (3).
- Human beings have been described as "symbol-using animals" (Burke 3).

Examples of citations in the Works Cited list

BOOKS - Basic Format

Lastname, Firstname. Title of Book. Place of Publication: Publisher, Year of Publication. Medium of Publication.

1. Book [one author]
- Capitalize major words in the title
- Italicize title

2. Chapter in an edited book

3. Book [corporate editor]

ARTICLES - Basic Format

Author(s). "Title of Article." Title of Periodical Day Month Year: pages.

4. Magazine article [one author]
- March is abbreviated as Mar.
- Page numbers are abbreviated. Pages 25 to 26 are written as 25-6.
5. Scholarly Journal article [one author]


6. Scholarly Journal article [two to five authors]


☑️ WEB SITE - Basic Format

Editor, author, or compiler name (if available). "Name of page." Name of institution/organization affiliated with the site, date of resource creation (if available). Medium of publication. Date of access.

7. Documents on the Internet [One page on a large web site]


- MLA 2009 does not require the inclusion of the URL for a web site.

☑️ E-BOOKS, JOURNAL ARTICLES, and ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRIES FROM LIBRARY DATABASES

8. Entry/Article from an encyclopedia in a library database


9. Articles retrieved from a Library database


- MLA 2009 does not require information about the subscribing institution.
- No URL is needed.

10. E-books retrieved from a Library database


For more information, Google the following web site: